Integrity Action

We empower citizens to demand integrity from the institutions they rely on.
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Integrity Action

Sustainability

Lives improve

Problems are fixed

Monitors act

Inclusion

Communities engage

Citizens become monitors
**Inclusion**

• How do we access the most marginalised people in communities and how should we measure their engagement?

• How can we understand the challenges they face in demanding integrity?

**Sustainability**

• How do we sustain governance gains made through community monitoring?

• How do we identify the tipping point of ‘integrity building’, where the behavior promoted through monitoring is self-sufficient? I.e. Community members, monitors and service providers/contractors recognize the benefits in acting with integrity.

• How do we better understand the pathways and conditions to achieving a ‘fix’ so that we can try and emulate it throughout out work? What are the key things that have to happen or indicate positive steps towards fixing a problem?
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